Smartphone app may help detect COVID-19

"Depending on how much the airway has changed, this will change the pattern of the reflective signal and such pattern changes could be measured by our...

Source: WGN News - CLTV-TV - May 13, 2020

General News

With colleges shuttered, more students consider gap years. But those may be disrupted, too.

Now Parra Jordan, like thousands of students across the country, is thinking about taking a gap year. "I can't make myself go to college right...

Source: The Washington Post Online - May 14, 2020

Scientists are drowning in COVID-19 papers. Can new tools keep them afloat?
"...than most people can digest," says Sherry Chou, a neurologist at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center who organized an...

Source: Science Online - May 13, 2020

**Pulmonary rehabilitation after COPD hospitalization may save lives**

"But it's impossible to adjust for everything." This is the first study to show there might be a survival benefit, said Dr. Frank Sciurba, a professor...

Source: Reuters Online - May 12, 2020

**Pittsburgh has long been a life sciences engine. Now it's at the forefront of COVID-19 vaccine efforts**

In the 1950s, Jonas Salk made history by developing the polio vaccine at the University of Pittsburgh. Researchers are building on that work to treat...

Source: Technical.ly - May 13, 2020

**Local universities struggle to reach international students**

The University of Pittsburgh reports that international students make up more than 10% of their student body. And in many programs, international...

Source: Pittsburgh Business Times Online - May 13, 2020

**LifeX to offer new lab space in Lawrenceville**

The University of Pittsburgh's LifeX Labs will offer nearly 5,000 square feet of wet lab space in Lawrenceville to support the research efforts of...

Source: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 13, 2020

**Experts answer your COVID-19 questions: 'Is it possible I had COVID in late December to middle of February?'**

Source: The Tribune-Democrat Online - May 14, 2020

**Congress Set Aside $6 Billion for Emergency Grants for College Students. Here's Who Is Getting the Aid**

The University of Pittsburgh is one of the colleges that said last week that it had distributed its emergency grants--sending most of its $10.6 million...

Source: Money.com - May 13, 2020

**Colleges still hoping for in-person classes in fall**

*University of Pittsburgh Chancellor Patrick Gallagher* said on May 1 that university officials will notify families by early July...

Source: The Tribune-Democrat Online - May 14, 2020

**2020-The 'Year of the Nurse & Midwife'**

...a master's degree in Library and Information Science from the *University of Pittsburgh*. As a self-taught artist, she was a 2015-2016...

Source: New Pittsburgh Courier Online - May 12, 2020